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Some authors who belong to The lost generation. 

1. ERNEST HEMINGWAY (Chicago, 1899- Idaho 1961) 

He loved physical challenges, and played football and boxed. After graduating he worked as a junior reporter 

for a local newspaper in Kansas. During the WWI he was wounded in Italy. This fact inspired his novel A 

Farewell to Arms. Later he covered the Greco-Turkish War (1920) for a Canadian newspaper. He married four 

times. During the 1920s he lived in Paris where he met Scott Fitzgerald, James Joyce, Ezra Pound and 

Gertrude Stein. He wrote The Sun Also Rises. Later he moved to Florida, but his personality, looking for new 

emotions and experiences, carried him to Africa in 1933 and 1934. For that period we have Green Hills of 

Africa and The Snows of Kilimanjaro. In the late 1930s he went to Spain in order to cover the Spanish Civil 

War. A novel of that time was For Whom the Bell Tolls. He was also a correspondent during the WWII. 

In the 1950s he wrote Across the River and into the Trees, and one of his best works: The Old Man and the 

Sea (the story of an elderly fisherman’s lonely struggle with a fish and the sea, and his victory in defeat). He 

won Pulitzer Prize and Nobel Prize for Literature. However, he was afflicted by physical and mental health 

problems and committed suicide in 1961. 

Anyway, Hemingway is an American icon: the hard-living writer-adventurer-war hero and correspondent, 

womanizer and excessive drinker. In fact, his novels were inspired by his own personal experiences:  wars, 

travels, loves, fishing, hunting, bullfighting, primitive emotions…In the same way, his characters are lonely 

heroes whose courage and independence do not guarantee victory because defeat is an integral part of the 

human condition for him. 

Literarily speaking, he uses the sparse, straightforward, unemotional and yet vigorous prose. He 

concentrates actions and events in simple yet powerful sentences where there is no space for wordy 

descriptions or sentimentality. His writing is always focus on facts; those which can cause emotions. It is also 

important the interior monologue (see: stream of consciousness in Virginia Woolf’s article) and naturalism 

symbolism. For example, in A Farewell to Arms, rain represents death and is connected with feelings of pain 

and despair. His ulterior influence on Literature is undeniable. 

 

2. SCOTT FITZGERALD (Minnesota, 1896- California, 1940) 

He was born into an upper-class family. He stopped attending Princeton University to join the army during 

the WWI. After that, he moved to New York City and published This Side of Paradise, an immediate success. 

He spent a lot of money in parties and a luxury life within his wife Zelda. So, to support this style of life, he 

wrote stories for popular papers. In 1922 he published The Beautiful and the Damned. However, in France, 

he wrote what is considered to be his best novel: The Great Gatsby. After publishing this, Fitzgerald and his 

wife had to face illness (nervous breakdowns and alcoholism), debts and declining reputation. His last novel 

was The last Tycoon. 

Anyway, Fitzgerald was the author who best represented the historical decade in America known as the 

“Roaring Twenties” or “Jazz Age”. He lived heartily this period and his novels are autobiographical to some 

degree (example, Tender is the Night- a psychiatrist who marries one of his patient, his wife Zelda) 
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Literarily speaking, his prose is dense, elegant and rich in metaphors, similes and symbols which creates 

atmosphere and characters. For example, The Great Gatsby, a major American classic, is set on Long Island. 

It is narrated by Nick Carraway, a detached by curious observer who watches his wealthy neighbours living a 

hedonistic, destructive and immoral life. Fitzgerald captured the spiritual bankruptcy and material excesses 

of his time and questioned the basic principles of the American Dream. 

 

3. JOHN STEINBECK (California, 1902- New York, 1968) 

He was born into a family of moderate means. He attended Stanford University but he gave it up. Then, he 
moved to New York in order to become a published author, but, when he could not, he returned to home. 
While he worked as a security guard, he published Cup of Gold, The Pastures of Heaven (short stories), To a 
God Unknown, Tortilla Flat (a collection of stories full of compassionate and humorous portrayals of Mexican 
American workers of Monterey area), Of Mice and Men (a tragic story of two itinerant farm labourers), The 
Grapes of Wrath (the story of an Oklahoma farming family who are forced by soil erosion to leave their farm 
and migrate to California. Their ruthless exploitation by a pitiless system of agricultural economics is 
described). Some of those novels had been successfully adapted for the stage and screen.  

During the WWII, he wrote government propaganda and the anti-Nazi novel The Moon is Down as well as 
worked as a war correspondent. Later, during the post-war period, he went on doing social criticism: 
Cannery Row and The Pearl. In 1962 Steinbeck was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. 

Literarily speaking, Steinbeck shows a great compassion for the poor and the socially outcast due to his own 
experience of hard labour and suffered exploitation. He criticises a heartless society which, instead of 
helping the weak, exploits them ruthlessly in most of his works. He also creates credible characters, accurate 
dialogue and realistic settings with sympathetic humour and keen social criticism. His style ranges from the 
lyrical and poetic to the journalistic and scientific. 

 

4. WILLIAM FAULKNER (Mississippi, 1897- 1962) 

He grew up in a Southern town, joined the Canadian and The British Royal Air during the WWI, studied at 

University and worked in New York and a New Orleans paper. He also lived in Paris. After coming back and 

married, due to financial problems, he started writing stories and essays related to the Southern 

environment and culture (also familiar to him). His masterpiece, The Sound and The Fury,- and other works- 

made him won two Pulitzer Prizes and the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1949. He also worked in Hollywood as 

a scriptwriter. 

Faulkner is best known for the series of novels called “Yoknapatawpha cycle”, a saga recounting the life of 

the inhabitants of a fictional Mississippi County Yoknapatawpha for almost a century and a half. Theme: the 

decadence of the old South, with the dissolution of traditional values and the emergence to prominent 

positions in the community of people whose only value is money; moral decay and devastating effects of 

racial prejudice. Another works are The Sound and the Fury, As I lay Dying, Light in August; Absalom, 

Absalom!, The Hamlet, Intruder in the Dust, Requiem for a Nun as well as many short stories. 

His style is highly symbolic and richly descriptive. Events are often recounted through interior monologues; 

different narrators, psychological analysis and successful stylistic experimentation which create works of 

universal value. 
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